Elizabeth Hahn

 815-560-2079
 elizshahn@gmail.com

Software Engineer

 https://github.com/elizhahn
 Denver, CO

PROJECTS
The Nomadic Nibbler: Team Project
Tech: JavaScript, React, HTML5, Sass, Cypress testing, Ruby, Rails, Redis
Github frontend: https://github.com/elizhahn/foodtruck-fe
Github backend: https://github.com/elizhahn/foodtruck_be
An application for food truck enthusiasts who want to search their immediate area for food trucks near them. Enter your location and
explore the different trucks near you!

Gearfull: Personal Project
Tech: JavaScript, React, HTML5, Sass, Cypress testing
Github: https://github.com/elizhahn/Gearfull
An application for light-weight backpackers to track their gear and weight of each individual piece. Using the power of React, an
interactive UI was created to allow users to easily input and organize their gear and manage their total pack weight.

CarryOkay: Team Project
Tech: React, HTML5, Sass, JavaScript, Cypress, Express, Knex, PosgreSQL
Github frontend: https://github.com/elizhahn/karaoke-stretch
Github backend: https://github.com/elizhahn/karaoke-stretch-api
A hub for karaoke lovers to browse songs, lyrics and add to their own personal songbooks for quick reference. An engaging, bright
UI was designed to give energy and ease of use to the karaok-er.

EXPERIENCE
Turing School of Software and Design
1 year

Front-end Engineering

1500 hours across a 7-month intensive program becoming a job-ready frontend software developer at the only ACCET accredited
program in the US.

Regional Manager/Training Manager
2 years

Kids Adventures

team lead on the standardization of company training procedures including video trainings, orientation classes, job shadowing and all
processes involved for a growing company. Oversaw 9 successful programs in the Denver metro area during the school year, and 7
summer camp programs.

Program Director
3 years

Kids Adventures

Created a unique curriculum and built a community amongst the children, staff, and school that kept the program successful and fully
enrolled

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Unit Testing

Agile Methodology

Documentation

Cypress

Git/Github

TDD

React

Code Optimization

Asynchronous JS

OOP

JavaScript
CSS

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
- Ability to work under pressure
- Detail-oriented
- Problem-solver

Education
Bradley University
B.S. Social work, 3.8 GPA

- Patient
- Collaborative Team member
- Effective Communicator

Sass

HTML

